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Infrapros, LLC Working to Train and Deliver the Next Generation of HVAC,
Mechanical, Service, and Construction Professionals Through Diversity and
Inclusion
Greensboro, NC- Infrapros, LLC, a licensed mechanical contractor, today announced a
diversity and inclusion program designed to bring young men and women of color into
the mechanical construction and operations industry.
The company performs professional contracting services for commercial, industrial, and
public customers for both onsite and offsite construction and ongoing operations.
Infrapros, LLC is headquartered in Greensboro, North Carolina.
President and majority shareholder, Kevin Cooper says now is the time to step up and
make some real changes in the industry.
"We have the privilege to live during this incredibly decisive moment in history, and it is
critical that we acknowledge the ways in which our systems and actions have ostracized
and excluded minorities. We must also, more importantly, utilize every tool and
opportunity available to actively eradicate the obstacles created by these systems and
behaviors as we seek equity and access for all," said Cooper.
Company officials are hoping their recent certification from The North Carolina Office for
Historically Underutilized Businesses (HUB Office) will accelerate their mission. HUB
certification has been recognized by both the public and private sectors in identifying
businesses that are owned and managed by minorities and others qualified under the
program. Many private or publicly traded companies now require a percentage of participation in the construction and operations activities by HUB certified companies.
Cooper added while HUB may now provide them opportunities to level the playing field,
the company is dedicated to providing the highest quality services and equipment, so
that they will soon not be qualified by this certification, but by the exceptional quality of
their work and the dedication of their team members.”
“Because of our mission, we are attracting a growing number of applications for
qualified personnel to execute the business and help train the next generation of new
faces in the industry. We can get the people to execute the business, we just need the
business to hire the people, said Jeff Farlow, Vice President of Infrapros.
The company is currently on a drive to suggest that clients, contractors, and vendors
think about supporting diversity and inclusion in a new way, by giving Infrapros, LLC a
chance as a new business to succeed.
Infrapros, LLC is a full-service mechanical contractor. You may reach them by calling
(833) 637-2776 or by email at info@infrapros.net.

